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Free GPT Prompts

Let's come up with 5 top
prompts for educators!



Why it's a timesaver: Educators often need to
adapt content to fit various age groups or

grade levels. This prompt allows them to quickly
receive a tailored summary without having to

sift through dense material and modify it
themselves.

"Provide a summary of
[specific topic or

concept] suitable for
[specific grade level or

age group]."



Why it's a timesaver: Creating thought-
provoking questions that foster discussion can
take time. Using this prompt, educators can get
a set of ready-to-use questions, allowing them

to stimulate classroom dialogue without the
lengthy preparation.

"Give me five engaging
discussion questions on
[specific book, topic, or

concept]."



Why it's a timesaver: Creating a fair and
comprehensive rubric can be a long process.

With this prompt, educators can receive a
foundational rubric that they can then refine or
use directly, speeding up the evaluation design

phase.

"Help me design a
rubric for assessing
[specific project or

assignment]."



Why it's a timesaver: Designing hands-on
activities requires creativity and an

understanding of age-appropriate pedagogy.
This prompt provides educators with a starting
point or complete activities that cater to their
students' needs, reducing the brainstorming

and planning time.

"Offer ideas for hands-
on activities related to

[specific subject or
topic] for [specific
grade level or age

group]."



Why it's a timesaver: Catering to diverse
learning needs is a fundamental aspect of

modern education. Rather than spending time
researching or taking courses on every specific

need, educators can get a quick overview or
refresher on strategies that address particular

student profiles.

"Provide an overview of
key teaching strategies

for [specific learning
style or student need,
e.g., visual learners or
students with ADHD]
relating to [subject]."



Your AI is hungry. The more data and info you
feed it as part of your prompts, the stronger it

gets and the more it helps you.
 

Tell it about your job every time you prompt!

Remember to
Feed your AI



Did you enjoy this carousel? Let me know in the
comments below, and consider reposting and

sharing this carousel!

Have your own tips, or want exposure? Feel free to
comment below!

Thanks for dropping by!
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